Flags of Equatorial
Cyberspace
Each of the countries on the fictional
continent of Equatorial Cyberspace,
which is located between here and there,
have a national flag. Some other
organizations in Cyberia also have flags.
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Flags of Cyberian Nations
Brynania: The flag of Brynania is coloured blue
to signify justice, as well as the sky and waters
of the Gulf of Cyberia. The origin of the dark
umber circle is unknown. Some histories
suggest that it signifies the sun, others insist
that it is a representation of the Sacred Toasted
Bagel of the Brn.

Concordia: Red bars on either side of the flag
represent strength and perseverance. A white
and red coat of arms in the centre, adapted
from the British colonial flag from before
independence in 1962, represents the
country's historical ties to the United Kingdom
and the present-day British Commonwealth.

Area
2,936,745 km2

Population

	
  

97,800,000

Capital Cities
Icasia: The Icasian flag is mainly black, with a
silouetted palm tree in a green spotlight,
surrounded by five eight-pointed yellow stars.
These symbols represent the famous beaches
of Icasia and the five traditional provinces in
that country.

Ruritania: Three red stars (symbolising the
honour, courage and strength of the state), are
set upon two equal bands of green and yellow
(symbolising the rich resources of the state,
both above and below ground). The bands are
set on a field of deep blue (symbolising the
Commonwealth heritage of Ruritania, as well
as the geographical position of the state in the
Gulf of Cyberia).
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Berri (Uqamistan),
Hamraville (Brynania)
Helena (Ruritania),
Nechandehal (Icasia)
Port Royal (Concordia)
Willowee (Udem)

Countries 6
• Brynania
• Concordia
• Icasia
• Ruritania
• Udem
• Uqamistan

Languages
Brn, Icasian, Ruritanian, Uqami,
English, French widely spoken

Flag of OCN
Udem: The Udemi flag celebrate s the
country's natural resources. Half of the flag is
coloured blue, representing the Shiami River
which has been a main transportation and
commerce route in the country for centuries.
The other half is painted green to symbolize
the land and its abundance, with a stalk of
wheat in the centre in observance of the
country's agricultural riches.

Uqamistan: Split into three segments, on
the hoist side is red, representing the
revolutionary struggle, then green,
representing hope and prosperity, and finally
black, signifying the sacrificies of the
Uqamistani people. In the middle of the flag
is a golden star, part of a cog wheel and a
machete. The symbol was inspired by the
old Soviet "hammer and sickle", and
represents the industrial and agricultural
workers of the country.

GNP (2013)
$121,131 million

Other Regional Flags

Organization of Cyberian Nations: Representing the unity of Cyberia, the symbol
in the centre represents Cyberian peace, the gold bands prosperity, and the green
the land.

PFLZ / Zaharia: This flag of the (unrecognized) nation of Zaharia has been
adapted by the Popular Front for the Liberation of Zaharia (PFLZ), which seeks
independence from Brynania. It has a green bar and stars on a red background.
The red is said to symbolize the blood and spirit of the Zaharian people, and the
three stars represent the past leaders of the PFLZ, namely Commandant Joelle,
Commandante Sommerfeldt, and Commandante Ferguson-Zaharfeldt.

Zaharian People's Front/Zaharia: The ZPF has proposed an alternative flag for
the nation of Zaharia. The green star in the centre stands for Zaharian unity.

Free People's Army: The FPA operates in the northeastern province of Eiku in
Brynania, has been observed using this flag in their military operations.

Eastern Icasia Freedom Movement :The EIFM is currently pushing for a
seccession from Brynania and reunification with Icasia. The flag features an
Icasian palm tree over the orange and white colours of the organization.

Disclaimer: Brynania is not a real country and exists as part of a fictional conflict simulation.
	
  

